Safe2Tell Colorado provides students and adults in Colorado communities and schools an increased ability to both prevent violence and report concerning behaviors by making safe, ANONYMOUS reports.
Concerns ANONYMOUS BY LAW

The Safe2Tell Colorado solution was developed specifically to encourage and empower bystanders when they have a concern about their safety or the safety of others. Safe2Tell guarantees anonymity by Colorado state law (C.R.S. 24-31-601 et seq.).

ACCOUNTABILITY & FOLLOW-UP

Calls, web and mobile app tips are answered 24/7 within the CIAC (CO Information Analysis Center) where tipsters have an opportunity to engage in two-way dialogue with trained analysts, who document critical information in a Safe2Tell report. All information is passed along to the local responders for appropriate response and action. Tips submitted give schools a way to gather key information about safety concerns and use this intel to create effective intervention in the lives of students.

What Safe2Tell Offers for Parents:

• Provide a way to anonymously report safety concerns involving youth
• Increases awareness when school staff may not be aware that a situation has or is occurring.
• Notifies a team of individuals of potentially harmful and dangerous situations, ensuring that at least one person takes action.

What Safe2Tell Colorado Does Not Do:

• Safe2Tell does not notify the Reporting Party of the report outcome.
• Safe2Tell is not able to enforce a different outcome for previously reported situations. Please find the venue within your school district for escalating these concerns.
• Safe2Tell is not a resource for keeping a “record” of your school or child’s history.
• If you are currently in litigation with your school/school district, Safe2Tell reports are not helpful for increasing